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MARGUERIT E M. CLARKE, GEORGE F. MADAUS ,
CAT HERINE L. HORN and MIGUEL A. RAMOS
Over the last 100 years, the ever-increasing demand for testing as a measure of
educational reform has created a very pro® table market for the US testing industry.
We follow the growth of this market since the 1900s in two di erent, but related,
ways. First, we discuss some of the technical developments that have encouraged the
use of standardized testing in general and contributed to the growth of the commercial
testing industry. S econd, we attempt to quantify the expansion of the testing
marketplace during the 20th century by tracking several indirect indices of growth
over time. We conclude that although technical innovations may have contributed to
the growth of the US testing marketplace, they do not necessarily lead to better tests
or better outcomes for those who use them. T here is a need to more carefully monitor
the e ects of these tests on teaching and learning in general, particularly when the
tests are used in high-stakes contexts.

Since the turn of the century, standardized commercial tests have been
widely used to measure the achievement of US students (Madaus et al. in
press). Over the decades, despite vigorous criticism from some quarters,
these tests have been widely regarded as administratively convenient,
inexpensive tools that could help solve an array of educational problems
(National Commission on T esting and Public Policy 1990). In fact, most
educational reforms now rely heavily on testing to serve a multitude of
purposes: to show increased rigour of school curricula; to determine if
students advance or graduate ; to judge the e ectiveness of schools and
teachers ; and to compare districts, states and nations (Bennett 1999,
National Research Council [NRC] 1999 ) .
Calculating just how many standardized tests US students currently sit
for is a complex job, involving such questions as what de® nes a `test’ ,
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whether a test battery is counted as one test or several, and which student
population ® gures to use. One estimate, which included state-mandated
testing programmes, local district testing programmes, tests for special
populations (e.g. special education) , and college admissions testing, is that
elementary and secondary students take between 140 million and 400
million tests per year (Haney et al. 1993 ). Given that these ® gures are
over ® ve years old, and given the steady increase in state-mandated testing
programmes, current estimates would probably be closer to the upper end
of this range.
T he demand for testing as a measure of educational reform combined
with the ever-increasing numbers of students taking these tests makes for a
highly pro® table market (Ho man 196 2 ). We follow the growth of this
market for testing over the last century in two di erent, but related, ways. 1
First, we examine some of the technical developments that have contributed to the increased use of standardized testing in the US and the social
context in which they took place. 2 We look at the e ect of these developments on what standardized tests have measured over time and how they
have measured it. We also describe the way in which these developments
have contributed to the growth of the commercial testing industry itself. In
the second part of the paper, we attempt to quantify the extent of this
expansion of the testing marketplace during the 20th century by tracking
several indirect indices of growth over time. T hese indices include references to testing in the Education Index (H. W. Wilson 1932± 1998 ) , the
dollar amount of standardized test sales, and the revenues of the major
testing companies. T he discussion throughout is limited to commercial,
standardized achievement tests produced for the US elementary and
secondary marketÐ otherwise known as the `Elhi’ market. T his market
also includes tests for college admissionsÐ such as those produced by the
College Entrance Examination Board (College Board) and American College T esting (ACT ) Ð because these are primarily administered to students
in high school.
Te c h n ic al d e v e lopm e n ts
Whatever noun is chosenÐ assessment, examination, or just plain testÐ
they all encompass the same basic concepts and the same basic technology
(Madaus 1993, 1994, 1995). T hus, while our title uses the terms `testing’
and `assessment’ , we view these terms as interchangeable. `T est’ was the
word of choice for much of the 20th century. `Assessment’ , however, is the
favoured term of the 1990s, either when used alone or when modi® ed by
one of the adjectives `authentic’ , `alternative’ or `standards-based’ .
Although the enterprise of testing is itself a technology, here we focus
on speci® c technical developments in the areas of test development, format
and scoring that have contributed to the rise of standardized testing in the
US since the 1900s. 3 Developments such as the invention of the multiplechoice format in 1914, the optical scanner in the 1950s and the rise of
computer-adaptive testing (CAT ) in the 1990s have impacted how the
domain to be tested is operationalized and how test scores are interpreted.
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T wo points are worth making here. First, for the most part, developments
in the technical hardware of testing have been part of a move toward
increased e ciency that has characterized standardized achievement testing
for much of this century. T his move led to the proliferation of multiplechoice standardized achievement tests from the 1920s on and made feasible
the federal and state legislation of large-scale district and statewide multiple-choice testing programmes over the last half of the century (Madaus
1994 ) . In the late 1980s, the rise of the alternative assessment movement
with its preference for open-ended questions and performance assessments
seemed to call into question this historical preoccupation with e ciency
and standardization. However, the e ciency imperative is still at work, as
witnessed by the large numbers of states that use multiple-choice and
short-answer items as their predominant assessment modesÐ albeit supplemented by open-ended and performance items (Council of Chief State
School O cers [CCSSO] 1998 ). In addition, some testing programmes
that initially relied heavily on open-ended and performance items (e.g. the
Kentucky Instructional Results Information System ) have come full circle
and now rely heavily, if not entirely, on multiple-choice and short-answer
items (Kentucky Department of Education 1996 , Reidy 1997 ) . Whether
testing will fully revert to its e ciency imperative is as yet uncertain. Either
way, there will be de® nite repercussions for the commercial industry that
has grown up around testing and uses the e cient multiple-choice item as
its format of choice. Second, the rise of computer technology has had a
de® nite impact on the enterprise of testing in general and on the commercial industry in particular. T he introduction of computers into almost every
aspect of testingÐ from item and test development to administration to
scoring and reportingÐ has the potential to in¯ uence what tests measure
and how they measure it. In addition, speci® c developments such as
computer-based tests (CBT ) and CAT have great revenue potential if
certain costly aspects such as item development and security issues can be
addressed. T hus, the future of testing holds great promise, but also great
uncertainties for many of those in the industry. We will return to these
issues later. We focus here on technical developments in the testing
enterprise in the US over the last century and the social contexts in
which they took place. Our discussion is divided into two periods: preand post-World War II.

Pre-W orld W ar II
T he early decades of the 20th century were characterized by a common
faith in the power of technology, quanti® cation, a benign science, a culture
of objectivity, and cool reason to solve all manner of social problems
(Postman 1992, Porter 1995, Kanigel 1997). T wo test-related developments in particularÐ the introduction of the IQ test and the invention of
the multiple-choice formatÐ were products of the spirit of the time and
provided the impetus for the growth in standardized testing that began
during this period.
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Although we do not deal here directly with intelligence testing, it is
useful to point out its impact on the rise of the standardized testing
industry. During a good deal of the 19th century, when there were
relatively small numbers of students, there was a belief that they all
could learn if properly taught (Horace Mann Papers, 1845± 1846 , United
Kingdom 1886 ) . T his belief began to erode in the face of the poor
performance of a larger and much more diverse population of students.
T he advent of the IQ testÐ designed by Binet for French school childrenÐ
in the USA just prior to World War I permitted educators to shift blame
for poor attainment away from teaching toward a lack of students’ `ability
to pro® t from instruction’ . For example, in 1918 Charles Hubbard Judd,
then Director of the School of Education at the University of Chicago,
contended that `unsatisfactory school results [are] to be traced to the native
limitations in the ability of the child or to the home atmosphere in which
the child grows up’ (Judd 1918: 152 ). He (1918: 153 ) went on to extol the
virtues of `scienti® c’ measurement:
We all understand now in de® nite scienti® c terms that children are di erent
from one another . . . . that the best we can hope for is improvementÐ not
absolute achievement of ideals. With the theoretical ideal of perfection
overthrown, there is now an opportunity to set up rational demands. We
can venture to tell parents with assurance that their children in the ® fth grade
are as good as the average if they misspell ® fty percent of a certain list of
words. We know this just as well as we know that a certain automobile engine
cannot draw a ton of weight up a certain hill. No one has a right to make
unscienti® c demand of the automobile or of the school.

`Scienti® c’ tests of both achievement and intelligence quickly began to
serve as selection devices to identify talent and to place students in the
`proper’ curriculum for their ability level. 4 However, Binet’ s design for the
IQ test had serious bureaucratic drawbacks. His scales had to be individually administered, scored and interpreted by trained psychologists.
Simply put, the technology was ine cient; it did not lend itself to widespread use for screening and grouping.
With the advent of World War I , the US government needed a way of
e ciently classifying recruits. It turned to a group intelligence test developed by Otis that became known as the A rmy Alpha and B eta (one for
literates, one for illiterates ) and by 1918, these tests were being administered to 2 million recruits. Haney (1984 ) notes that this need to classify
recruits did for psychological testing what microwaves did for the processed-food industry 60 years later. By 1932, 75% of 150 large city school
systems in the USA used group intelligence tests to track students into
ability groups ; colleges also used tests to rationalize admissions procedures,
and the results were often used for exclusionary purposes (Haney 1984 ) .
T he key to this large-scale e cient testing programme was the use of
the multiple-choice item invented in 1914 by Frederick J. Kelly (Samelson
1987 ) . Many more items could now be administered in a short period, and
tests could be scored quickly and objectively by unskilled clerks. T he
multiple-choice design was widely adopted by the ¯ edgling test-publishing
industry that emerged in the 1920s and evolved into a billion dollar
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enterprise. (T he highly pro® table nature of this industry will be discussed
in greater detail later ). By 1922, the boast was made that `most of the tests
[on] the market, unless measuring handwriting, do not call for written
answers’ (Pressey and Pressey 1922: 186 ).
Ralph T yler’ s work on behavioural objectives in the 1930s and 1940s
further impacted the ¯ edgling test industry. T yler insisted that while early
test-developers described their test domains in terms of content to be
covered, they overlooked the types of cognitive responses that should be
expected of pupils. He maintained that because a pupil could perform the
indicated operations upon a given list of numerical exercises or could solve
a word problem, did not necessarily mean the test was valid. T yler became
the champion of de® ning educational objectives in terms of both a content
and a behavioural component (T yler 1934 ) . His idea that educational
objectives should contain a behavioural component eventually led to the
development of Bloom et al.’ s (1956 ) T axonomy of Educational O bjectives:
T he Cognitive D omain. 5 T yler’ s ideas were to also provide a foundation for
the work of Mager (1962) and Popham (1978 ) who championed behavioural
objectives testing in the 1960s and 1970s.
Several of the major players in the US Elhi (i.e. elementary and high
school) market were founded during these early decadesÐ e.g. the College
Board in 1900, Houghton Miƒ in in 1916, and the Psychological Corporation (PsychCorp) , California T est Bureau and World Book in the 1920s.
T aken together, the invention of the multiple-choice format which made it
possible to produce tests in volume, the societal drive towards e ciency
and scienti® c management which created a market for these tests, and the
increased popularity of intelligence testing which supplied a justi® cation
for the way these tests were interpreted and used, provided a conducive
environment for the ¯ edgling industry. For example, the need for some
uniform standard that would aid in making college admissions decisions
more e ciently gave rise to the founding of the College Board in 1900. T he
Board’ s ® rst common college entrance tests, in essay form, were administered beginning in 1901. After the widespread publicity given to intelligence testing with multiple-choice examinations in the early 1920s (Haney
1984 ) , the Board appointed a committee of experts to advise it on the
suitability of developing multiple-choice tests for use in college admissions.
T his resulted in the administration of the new Scholastic Aptitude T est
(SAT ) , for the most part multiple-choice in format, to 8000 candidates in
June, 1926. By the late 1940s, the essay examinations were completely
abandoned, partly because of the appearance of studies showing that the
multiple-choice SAT could predict college performance as well as essay
examinations.
World Book, one of the earliest and most successful test publishers,
entered the market in the 1920s with the production of achievement and
intelligence tests by Arthur Otis and L ewis T erman. By 1930, yearly sales
of the Otis/T erman group intelligence test by World Book were over US
$750 000 and those of the Stanford Achievement T ests (Stanf ord) were
US$1.5 m. (Chapman 1980: 111± 112 ). 6 Another publisher who entered the
test-publishing business with the production of intelligence tests was
Houghton Miƒ in, who began publication of the Stanford-Binet Intelli-
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gence Scale in 1916. Since then, Houghton Miƒ in has concentrated test
publishing in its Riverside Press subsidiary which now produces two of the
most popular achievement tests in the US Elhi marketÐ the Iowa T ests of
Basic S kills and the Iowa T ests of Educational Dev elopment.
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Post-W orld W ar II
Beginning in the late 1950s, four social forces combined to create an
expanding market for standardized testing in the US (Haney et al. 1993 ) .
First was recurring public dissatisfaction with the quality of education, and
several concomitant waves of educational reform. Witness the Sputnik
uproar of the 1950s, followed by the `basic skills’ movement of the 1970s,
the release of the National Commission on Excellence in Education’ s A
Nation at Risk in 1983, and ® nally, the Goals 2000: Educate A merica Act in
the 1990s. In each of these `reform’ waves, testing was seen as an important
policy tool. Second was an array of federal and state legislation promoting
or explicitly mandating standardized testing programmes, beginning with
the National Defense Education Act of 1958. T hird was a broad shift in
attention, signalled by the famous Coleman report (Coleman et al. 1966 ) ,
from evaluating the inputs or resources devoted to education to measuring
the outputs or resultsÐ operationalized by student performance on available multiple-choice tests. Finally, increased bureaucratization of US
society in general, and of schooling in particular (Wise 1979 ) , made the
technology of multiple-choice, standardized, commercial tests an attractive
tool. T ests provided a means for categorizing people, educational institutions, and problems according to abstract, impersonal and generalizable
rules and helped expedite formal and impersonal administrative procedures. T hese four factors were intimately related one to the other ; for
example, public dissatisfaction with the quality of US education produced
legislation that in turn contributed to increased bureaucratization (Haney
et al. 1993 ) . Although each of the last ® ve decades of the 20th century can
be de® ned in terms of the operation of one or more of these in¯ uences, the
1990s have been a time when all four came into play, creating an
unprecedented level of testing activity in the US.
Apart from the e ects of these social forces on the demand for tests in
the US , several technical innovations combined to spur the use of standardized testing from the 1950s on. Perhaps one of the most signi® cant
innovations was the invention of the high-speed scanner in 1955. T his
invention, coupled with the already popular multiple-choice format, led to
increased e ciency and reduced the cost of testing. It then became possible
to test every student in a state for about two or three dollars per student,
and have the results back in two to four weeks. During the 1960s and 1970s,
multiple-choice testing proliferated in the form of state-mandated minimum competency testing. Figure 1 shows the growth in numbers of US
states authorizing minimum-competency tests and assessment programmes
from 1950 through 1985. During this time period, there was a steady rise in
numbers of state-mandated assessment programmesÐ from one in 1960 to
35 by 1985. T he rise in numbers of states authorizing minimum compe-
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Figu re 1. Nu m be rs of state s au th oriz in g asse ssm e n t program m e s an d
m in im u m c om pe te n c y te stin g, 1950± 1985 (Sou r c e s: Offic e of Te c h n ology
Asse ssm e n t 1987 , Han e y et al. 1993 ).

tency tests was even more dramatic. T he curve rises sharply from one such
programme in 1967 to 34 by 1976. Naturally, with every state mandate, the
number of students testedÐ and hence the number of tests administeredÐ
increased. By 1985, state testing programmes were the most important
market for publishers’ group achievement and ability tests (Fremer 1989 ) .
Several testing companies were to capitalize on the invention of the
high-speed scanner. For example, National Computer Systems (NCS ) ,
which was founded as a corporation in Minnesota in 1962 and became a
publicly held company in 1968, dealt only in test and survey scoring
services from the outset. In fact, according to Holmen and Docter
(1972 ) , test-scoring initially accounted for 70% of NCS’ s data-processing
activity, and scoring of survey forms for the remaining 30%. Since then,
NCS’ s role has expanded to include test-publishing and contracted testdevelopment. However, NCS continues to derive its revenues not so much
from its own tests as from the testing work it does for othersÐ scoring tests,
selling test-scoring machines, and doing testing contract work for state
agencies and others. Scantron is another example of a company that
capitalized on the scanner. Scantron was founded 10 years after NCS
and in the mid-1970s introduced the ® rst desktop scanner to read and score
test answer sheets via microcomputer (Baker 1989 ). (T he company went
public in 1983 and became a subsidiary of John Harland Co. in 1988 ) .
Scantron now has the largest market share of optical mark-reading schoolbuilding-level equipment. However, it makes its pro® t primarily from the
scannable forms that schools must purchase when they are given a rent-free
machine.
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Developments in techniques for gathering and analyzing information
on large numbers of examinees (e.g. matrix sampling and item response
theory ) also led to a rapid increase in the number of large-scale assessment
or testing programmes from the 1970s on. T hese large-scale assessments
were conducted at the state, national and international levels. From the late
1980s on, two developments in particular had an e ect on the nature of
these large-scale assessments at the state level: the rise of the alternative
assessment movement, and the increased tendency for US states to
mandate academic content standards and assessments aligned with these
standards. T he next section addresses these two developments in greater
depth, including their impact on the commercial test industry.
T he move towards content standards and assessments aligned with
those standards is an important sea-change in testing and has implications
for the testing industry in terms of the adaptations they must make to
changing market needs. Part of the impetus for content standards came
from the announcement by former-President Bush and the National
Governors’ Association of six National Education Goals to be achieved
by the year 2000. Linked to these goals was a call for new `American
Achievement T ests’ covering `core subjects’ like English, mathematics, and
science, and based on `new world standards’ (US Department of Education
1991 ) . Curriculum groups were subsequently formed in di erent subject
areas to develop national content standards on which such tests might
ultimately be based. A number of states also began to develop their own
standards in di erent subject areas and to align their assessments with these
standards. T his produced a new potential market for test publishers
because states often did not have the expertise or technical hardware inhouse to assume this kind of project. Since the early 1990s, the number of
states that have assessments aligned with their standards has increased
dramatically, providing a lucrative market for test publishers. For example,
T exas has paid NCS about US$20 million per year for developing its testÐ
the T exas Assessment of Academic Skills. NCS in turn subcontracts this
test to Harcourt Brace Educational Measurement. T exas also pays Harcourt Brace US$2.8 million per year to develop study guides for the same
test (Walt 1999 ). In addition to developing tests that align with a state’ s
content standards, publishers still provide states with o -the-shelf standardized tests. For example, while Massachusetts has its own test aligned
with its content standards (i.e. the Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System ) for grades 4, 8 and 10, it also uses an o -the-shelf test (the
Stanford 9 ) to assess student reading in grade 3. It should also be borne in
mind that many local educational authorities still maintain a separate
programme of testing for students in their district, e.g. while Massachusetts
uses the Stanford 9 test to assess grade 3 reading only, the city of Boston
uses the Stanford 9 to assess student achievement at several grades and for
several subjects.
T he move in the US towards standards-based assessments was accompanied by the rise of the alternative assessment movement. From the late
1980s on, many educators began to move away from the multiple-choice
question as the testing format of choice and towards `alternative’ forms of
assessmentÐ including open-ended questions, essays, portfolios and per-
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formance tasks. According to a recent report of the Council of Chief State
School O cers (CCSSO) (1998 ) , the greatest changes have taken place in
the 1990s as more and more states incorporated open-ended and performance exercises into their tests and moved away from reliance on only
multiple-choice items. Proponents of the new types of assessments believe
that this more open-ended, complex way of assessing students’ knowledge
can defeat negative test-preparation e ects associated with multiple-choice
tests, give teachers clear models of acceptable outcomes, measure higherorder skills, and lay bare examinees’ thinking processes (Wiggins 1989,
1993 ) . However, as test-developers and users have found out, such items
also have a number of problems associated with their use in large-scale
district or state high-stakes testing programmes, particularly when they are
given to all students at a given grade-level. T hese problems include
ine ciency, administrative inconvenience, subjectivity and bias in scoring,
di culties in standardizing conditions of support for teachers administering the tests within a school and for the actual administration itself , lack of
comparability of results, poor generalizability because of the small number
of items that can be asked, and high cost. Such problems plagued Kentucky
in the 1990s when it introduced its state-mandated, large-scale assessment
known as the Kentucky Instructional Results Information System. Kentucky had contracted with an outside test-developer, Advanced Systems, to
develop this test which was based on the state’ s content standards. T he
assessments in each subject area for the 1992± 1993 to 1995± 1996 assessment cycles were primarily comprised of open-ended items and portfolio
assessments (Kentucky Department of Education 1996 ) . However, because
of many of the aforementioned problems, the state had to make substantial
changes for the 1997± 1998 assessments, including removing test-day
performance exercises and adding multiple-choice questions (Kentucky
Post 1997, Reidy 1997 ) . England and Wales provide another example of a
system that initially embraced the use of high-stakes performance assessments as part of its national curriculum. However, di culties encountered
with these innovative assessments eventually led to a return to more
traditional modes of testing (Dearing 1993, T homas et al. 1995 ) .
T he emergence of computer technology and the possibilities it presents
for the design, administration and scoring of tests has had perhaps the
greatest impact on the testing industry in recent times. From around the
early 1980s, computers began to move from being part of the technical
hardware that supported data analysis and test-score reporting to being an
integral part of the test development and administration process. Innovations such as computer-based testing (CBT ) and computer adaptive testing
(CAT ) meant that computers became part of the very process of testing
itself. CBT di ers from conventional testing primarily in the fact that
students answer questions using a computer rather than pencil and paper.
CAT takes more advantage of computer technology by adapting the test to
suit the ability or knowledge level of the test-taker, i.e. the computer selects
questions based in part on previous responses, tailoring the test to individual skill levels. CBT and CAT have also brought more ¯ exibility to the
overall test-administration process. For example, depending on the testing
programme, individuals can register by e-mail or telephone, pay by credit
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card, test by appointment in a designated centre, and receive scores at the
end of the session. T esting organizations can electronically exchange
questions and examinee responses with test centres, and send scores to
institutions in a similar fashion.
T he commercial testing industry in general, and Educational T esting
Service (ET S ) in particular, has noted the potential of CBT . In 1992, ET S
computerized the G raduate Record Examination, and this was followed by
computerized versions of the S A T 1: Reasoning T est and the T est of English
as a Foreign L anguage, among others. By the 1997± 1998 academic year,
about a million examinees took computerized tests (Bennett 1999 ) .
Although this is a relatively small number in comparison to the overall
number of tests taken during this period, the numbers will most likely
increase sharply over the next few yearsÐ especially in light of the fact that
the G raduate Record Examination G eneral T est is now only o ered on
computer. However, a possible impediment to such growth is the high costs
being faced by testing companies in the area of item development. T esting
companies have found that they require much larger item pools in order to
address the new security and technical issues that CAT has introduced.
Cost issues are also proving to be an impediment to the need to incorporate
recent ® ndings from psychometrics and cognitive science into test design
(O ce of T echnology Assessment 1992: 243). In regard to the latter, it is
important to note that the air of technological sophistication that surrounds
CBT and CAT has not necessarily had a signi® cant e ect on what the test
actually measures. As Bennett (1999: 3 ) points out:
Like many innovations in their early stages, today’ s computerized tests
automate an existing process without reconceptualizing it to realize the
dramatic improvements that the innovation could allow. T hus, these tests
are substantivel y the same as those administered on paper ; they measure the
same skills, use the same behavioral designs, and depend primarily on the
same types of tasks.

T he next generation of large-scale electronic tests, we hope, will steadily
incorporate advances in technology, psychometrics, and, in particular,
cognitive science in order to capitalize on the potential of this testing
format.
T here is little doubt that technical developments such as CBT and
CAT will continue to contribute to the rise of standardized testing in the
next century. However, these developments also raise serious questions
about educational opportunity. For example, is it fair to assess students on
computer when they do not have access to a computer in their everyday
lives? In a recent report on technology and schooling, the newspaper
Education W eek (1998 ) notes that among US grade 8 students, 57%
reported never or hardly ever using a computer when they do mathematics
in school. In addition, 37%of grade 8 students reported that there was no
computer at home, and another 15%who did have a computer at home said
that they never or hardly ever used that computer for school work. T he
signi® cant expenses associated with item development for CAT also raise
questions about opportunity and access issues. If the high costs involved in
test-production are passed along to the consumer (i.e. the student) , there
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are implications in terms of whether certain students can a ord to take
these types of tests and whether they can a ord to take them more than
once if they need to improve their scores. Alternatively, if the costs are
absorbed by the testing industry, how will this e ect the trend towards
consolidation and takeover by larger corporations that has de® ned the
industry to date? T hese are important questions and ones that warrant a
more detailed discussion than we have space for in this paper. Instead, we
now change direction slightly and view the testing industry primarily in
terms of quantitative measures of its commercial growth and expansion
over time. T he next section discusses some indirect indicators that allow us
to track the expansion of the commercial enterprise of testing over the last
100 years.

Com m e rc ial d e v e lopm e n ts
It has long been recognized that a relatively small number of testing
companies now account for the bulk of the test sales in the US Elhi
market (Ho man 1962, Buros 1974a, Fremer 1989 ). Haney et al. (1993 )
identi® ed seven major testing companies, each with estimated annual gross
revenues, mainly from the testing business, of US$15 million or more:
ET S , NCS , California T est Bureau, PsychCorp, ACT , Riverside Press,
and Scantron. ET S (under contract from the College Board) and ACT
control the college entrance examination market, NCS and Scantron are
the major players among suppliers of scoring services and machines, and
PsychCorp and Riverside Press publish some of the most popular Elhi
achievement tests, including the S tanford A chievement T ests, the Metropolitan Achievement T est (the `Metropolitan’ ) , the Iowa T ests of Basic S kills,
and the Iowa T ests of Educational D ev elopment.
In order to sketch the dimensions of this testing marketplace, we
consider a variety of indirect indicators of the extent of the market for
tests. It is di cult to obtain exact ® gures on the scale and volume of this
testing marketplace: this is in part due to the fact that because so many
di erent agencies and people administer tests, it is impossible to track
down all of them ; it is also, in part, attributable to the secretive nature of
the testing industry itself. Given the paucity of evidence available on the
volume of testing over time, we examined ® ve indirect indicators of growth
in testing:
.
.
.
.
.

recent increases in state-mandated testing programmes,
aggregate sales of tests,
revenues of four testing companies,
the rise in price of test booklets and scoring services, and
references to testing in the education literature.
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Recent increases in state-mandated testing programmes
Figure 1 presented a graphical representation of the growth in numbers of
states authorizing minimum-competency tests and assessment programmes
from 1960± 1985. As discussed earlier, the number of state-mandated
assessment programmes rose quickly during this periodÐ from one in
1960 to 35 by 1985. T he increase in minimum competency testing at the
state level was even more dramaticÐ rising from one such programme in
1965 to 34 by 1976. Figure 2 illustrates the current trend towards
standards-based state assessments.
Since the American Federation of T eachers (AFT ) began tracking the
rise in standards-based assessments in 1995, the number of states using this
form of assessment has risen rapidly. In fact, the latest AFT report (1998 )
shows that the number of states claiming that they use or plan to use
standards-based assessments has increased from 33 in 1995 to 47 in 1998Ð
about a 40% increase. T hese ® gures are somewhat in¯ ated as they include
states that do not yet have standards-based assessments in place ; however,
the ® gures are consistent with overall trends noted by other organizations
such as the CCSSO. T hus the recent CCSSO report (1998 ) notes that most
US states now administer standardized student assessments once per year
in selected subjects and speci® c grades to all students, and that many states
are using both their own tests as well as o -the-shelf tests. For example, in
order to assess achievement in English, mathematics, science and social
studies, the state of Georgia uses the commercially produced Iowa T ests of

Figu re 2. Nu m be r of state s re portin g th at th e y h av e or plan to h av e asse ss m e n ts
align e d w ith th e ir stan d ard s , 1995± 1998 (Sou rc e : Am e ric an Fe d e ration of
Te ac h e r s 1998).
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Basic S kills at grades 3, 5 and 8 and its own high school graduation tests in
grades 11 and 12.
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A ggregate sales of tests
Data on the dollar volume of sales of standardized tests for the US Elhi
market has been available for several decades from the Bowker A nnual of
L ibrary and Book T rade Information (R. R. Bowker Company 1970± 1998) .
T he Bowker A nnual gets its sales ® gures from the Association of American
Publishers’ (AAP) Industry S tatistics Report. Figure 3 shows the reported
sales ® gures for standardized tests for the Elhi market for 1955 through
1997, as reported in the Bowker A nnual. In order to adjust for in¯ ation all
costs were converted to constant 1998 dollars (using the yearly consumer
price index as the basis for adjustments ) .
Figure 3 shows a dramatic growth in test sales over the last four decades
from less than US$7 million in 1955 to over US$263 million in 1997. In the
last eight years alone, test sales increased by about 50%or US$88 million.
Although this is a substantial growth in test sales, even after adjusting for
in¯ ation, it should be noted that Elhi test sales ® gure for 1997, as reported
by AAP, still represents only a small percentage of the US$22 billion in
total book publishing sales in the same year.
Because most publishers treat their sales ® gures as proprietary, Elhi test
sales ® gures cannot be disaggregated by publisher. Further, annual reports
to stockholders by parent companies usually do not break out sales ® gures
for their testing subsidiaries. Hence, we could ® nd no way of checking the

Figu re 3.

Stan d ard iz e d te st sale s , 1955± 1997, in m illion s of 1998 US d ollars
(Sou rc e : R. R. Bow ke r Co m pan y 1970± 1998).
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accuracy of AAP data reported in the Bowker Annual. However, we believe
that these sales ® gures may be incomplete in several regards. In particular,
AAP data reported in the Bowker Annual do not cover three aspects of the
testing that a ects US elementary and secondary education. First, they do
not encompass some test-scoring services (for example the revenues of
NCS , which has a dominant role in the test-scoring market) . Moreover ,
they do not include sales ® gures from companies that are not publishers of
tests per se but that build standardized Elhi achievement tests on contract
for states and districts (e.g. Advanced Systems and National Evaluation
Systems ). Although there is a relatively small number of these companies,
they do a signi® cant businessÐ particularly in states with statewide testing
programmes. Also missing from AAP estimates are revenues of ACT and
ET S. While these two ® rms are not typically viewed as part of the Elhi
testing market, their college admissions tests represent an important
portion of the testing experienced by secondary students in the USA.

Revenues of four testing companies
Although comprehensive data on the dollar volume of test sales are not
available, we have been able to locate data on revenues of four of the major
testing companies over various periods between 1970 and 1998: namely, for
ET S between 1970 and 1998 ; NCS between 1980 and 1998 ; ACT between
1972 and 1998 ; and, Scantron between 1980 and 1998. Figure 4 shows the
revenue trends for these four ® rms over these periods. All amounts are in
1998 dollars.

Fi gu re 4.

Re v e n u e s for te stin g c or poration s from 1970± 1998 in m illion s of 1998
US d ollars (Sou r c e : Com pan y an n u al re ports ).
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As indicated in ® gure 4, the total revenues of ET S show a dramatic
increase from around US$147 million in 1970 to over US$496 million in
1998, representing a tripling in revenue over the three decades. T he total
revenues for 1998 also represent an increase of US$52 million over the
previous year’ s revenues with US$45 million of this increase coming from
testing activities alone. In fact, over the last 25 years, some 85± 90%of ET S
total revenues have come from testing services it provides to its clients. An
interesting aspect of the ET S ® gures is that, while ET S is not usually
considered a player in Elhi testing, much of its revenues come from the
college admissions testing of secondary school students. In 1998, the last
year for which we have Elhi sales data from AAP, ET S revenue from
College Board testing alone (almost US$157 million, not included in AAP
data) was nearly 60%of the value that AAP reported for all Elhi test sales
(US$263 million) and represented around 32%of ET S’ s total revenues for
that year.
Revenues of NCS (see ® gure 4 ) have increased even more sharply over
the last decade, skyrocketing from US$69 million in 1980 to US$505
million in 1998Ð a rate of increase far outpacing that of ET S. Although
we do not have detailed information on the breakdown of NCS total
revenues, it appears that the vast majority of NCS revenuesÐ on the
order of 80± 90%Ð come from scanning services, test-building and test
sales. NCS’ s emergence as a major player in the testing marketplace
illustrates two major trends. Increasingly, the market appears to be
fracturing so that, for a given test, di erent organizations can be involved
in the sponsorship, development, administration, scoring, interpretation
and use of results. Also, NCS’ s recent sharp growthÐ revenues grew by
about US$221 million or 78% between 1990 and 1998Ð indicates the
increasing importance of computer technology in the testing marketplace,
including the use of computers not just to score test results but also to
produce reports `interpreting’ test results.
T he ACT Programme was founded in the 1950s as a not-for-pro® t
organization to produce tests for college admissions. ACT still serves
colleges but also provides services to K-12 education and educational
agencies, business and industry. It also provides a broad range of supplementary materials and services. ACT (see ® gure 4 ) has shown more modest
revenue growth than some of the other companies over the last 27 years,
increasing from US$31 million in 1972 to US$128.3 m in 1998. T his
represents a four-fold increase in revenues over nearly three decadesÐ
roughly equivalent to ET S’ s pace of growth during the same period.
However, unlike ET S , ACT actually experienced a period in 1981± 1983
when total revenues declined but this downturn did not represent a slump
in ACT testing business, rather it re¯ ected ACT ’ s loss of a major federal
contract to process college and university student ® nancial aid forms.
Revenues for Scantron, the fourth company for which data is presented
in ® gure 4, have been much smaller than those of ET S , NCS and ACT .
T his is hardly surprising because Scantron was only founded in 1972,
whereas the other companies have existed since 1947, 1962 and 1958
respectively. However, between 1980 and 1988 (when it became a subsidiary of John Harland Co. ) , Scantron’ s revenues increased from approxi-
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mately US$2 million to US$41 million, representing an annual rate of
growth that considerably outpaced the growth rates of the larger ® rms.
Since 1988, Scantron’ s revenues have increased from US$41 million to
US$88 million. However, in that same time period their core business
moved from 90% educational to just 50% educational (with the balance
being taken up by an increase in services they provide to the commercial
sector) . T hus, not all of the growth in pro® t can be directly attributable to
the education market. Scantron illustrates several signi® cant recent trends
in the testing marketplace: the increasing importance of computer technology in testing, the importance of the test-scoring market as compared
with the more traditional test-publishing market, and the rapid pace of
corporate takeovers and reorganizations.
Although we do not have su ciently detailed information on sources of
revenues for each of these four companies to pinpoint trends very precisely,
comparing ® gure 4 with ® gure 3 does suggest one generally common trend.
For the four companies for which we have annual revenue data (ET S ,
NCS , ACT and Scantron) and also for the test publishers reporting to
AAP, the period of the 1980s and 1990s appears to have been one of
unprecedented growth in sales for the testing industry.
T he rise in the price of test booklets and scoring services
In order to place data about test sales in perspective, we examined the price
of the test booklets and the scoring service for the achievement batteries of
the three largest publishers in the US Elhi marketÐ Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich/PsychCorp (which publishes the Metropolitan and the S tanf ord
A chievement T est) , California T est Bureau/McGraw-Hill (which publishes
the California A chievement T est) , and Houghton-Miƒ in/Riverside Press
(which publishes Iowa T ests of Basic S kills). We wish to consider the extent
to which reported increases in test sales may be due to increases in volume
of testing versus increases in prices of tests and testing services sold.
Speci® cally, we examined costs of test booklets, machine-scorable answer
sheets and scoring services as reported in the Mental Measurements Y earbooks (Buros 1938, 1940, 1949, 1953, 1959, 1965, 1974b, 1978, Conoley and
Kramer 1989, 1992, 1995, Mitchell 1985) or in recent catalogues of the
three test publishers. In order to adjust for in¯ ation, all costs were
converted to constant 1998 dollars. Summary results of these analyses are
shown in ® gures 5 and 6. T he answer sheet and scoring costs are averages
across the three publishers. T he booklet cost ® gures in adjusted dollars are
shown in ® gure 5 ;7 the scoring cost ® gures in constant 1998 US dollars in
® gure 6.
Figure 5 shows that the real price of purchasing a test booklet (that is,
the constant dollar price) has approximately tripled over the last 60 years,
with the Iowa test booklet showing more ¯ uctuations in price than any of
the Metropolitan, Stanford or California test booklets. Interestingly, the
price of scoring services decreased from 1972 to 1985, but has increased
since then. However, when the increase in costs for both test booklets and
scoring services (® gure 5 and ® gure 6 ) are compared to the eight-fold
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Fi gu re 5.

Pric e pe r te s t bookle t ov e r tim e in 1998 US d ollar s (Sou rc e s: Me n tal
Me asu re m e n ts Ye arbooks an d c om pan y c atalogu e s ).

Figu re 6.

An sw e r sh e e t an d sc orin g c osts ov e r tim e in 1998 US d ollars (Sou rc e s:
Me n tal Me asu re m e n t Ye ar books an d c om pan y c atalogu e s ).
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increase in total test revenue during the same period (using ® gures reported
by AAP but adjusting for in¯ ation ) , it seems clear that the substantial
increase in Elhi test sales over the last 25 years cannot be explained solely
by increases in the costs of tests and related services. Instead, the increase is
due in large measure to increases in the volume of testing.
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References to testing in the education literature
An indirect indicator, developed by Haney (1986 ) , documents the increased
attention over the decades to testing’ s importance in the educational realm
(Haney et al. 1993 ). T o show growth in the volume of testing over time, he
charted the number of citations under the rubric `testing’ (as indicated by
the number of column-inches) from 1932± 1985 in the Education Index
(H. W. Wilson 1932± 1998). For comparative purposes, and because he
argued curriculum issues should be a central focus of schooling, the
number of citations under `curriculum’ were also charted. 8 T he data
shown in ® gure 7 are updated through 1998.
Figure 7 shows that the average annual number of column-inches
devoted to citations concerning curriculum has increased only modestly
over the last 66 yearsÐ from 50 to 100 inches per year in the 1930s and
1940s to around 150 in recent years. In contrast, column-inches devoted to
tests and scales have increased greatly, from only 10 to 30 in the 1930s and
1940s to up to 400 in the 1980s. T he past few years have seen a decline in
the number of citations regarding testing (it currently stands at around

Figu re 7. Ed u cat ion In d ex listin gs u n d e r `te stin g’, `c u rric u lu m ’ an d `c u rric u lu m -base d asse ssm e n t’, 1932± 1998 (Sou rc e s: Han e y et al. 1993, H. W.
Wilson 1932± 1998, Mad au s et al. 1997 ).
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210 ) ; however, the new rubric `performance-based assessment’ was added
to the Education Index in 1992 to re¯ ect prevailing testing terminology, and
those citations are not included in our update. We do include data in ® gure
7 for `curriculum-based assessment’ , another category that was implemented in 1990. T he inclusion of this term is testimony to the trend towards
standards-based assessments at the state level, which we have commented
on earlier. Although these indices are admittedly crude, the data certainly
highlight the prominence of testing in the educational literature, particularly since the mid-1960s.
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Con c lu sion
T he history of testing in the USA and elsewhere throughout the 20th
century shows that most changes or developments in the technology of
testing have been directed at making testing more e cient, manageable,
standardized, objective, easier to administer, and less costly in the face of
increasing numbers of examinees. E ciency, management and cost concerns are issues for any industryÐ not just the testing industry. However,
these concerns should not be the sole criteria by which the enterprise of
testing, and its success, is evaluated ; there is a need to evaluate testing in
terms of whether a particular test use is appropriate, and use for which the
test was designed. T he need to evaluate test use in terms of its `appropriateness’ is particularly important in light of the fact that tests are
increasingly being used by policymakers and others to make high-stakes
decisions about students, teachers, schools and districts (NRC 1999 ).
In many other areas where technology and policy intersect, the public
insists on oversightÐ including technical oversightÐ to protect individuals
from unintended negative e ects. For example, faced with the policy
decision to introduce a major new untried medical technology to millions
of children, particularly a treatment that would be given to healthy children
as well those who were ill, the US public would ask about the safety,
e cacy, quality, and social and economic e ects of the new technology or
treatment ; and public agencies have been established to address such
concerns systematically. T he e ects of testing are now so diverse, widespread and serious in the US that we believe it is necessary to establish
similar mechanisms for catalysing inquiry about and systematic independent scrutiny of them.
However, for most of this century, there has been no infrastructure for
independently evaluating a testing programme before or after implementation, or for monitoring test use and impact. T he commercial testing
industry does not as yet have any structure in place for the regulation
and monitoring of appropriate test use. In addition, although there has
been some development of standards and codes of testing by professional
organizations (e.g. American Educational Research Association et al. 1985 ,
Joint Committee on T esting Practices 1988 ) , there is no parallel mechanism
to ensure that they are implemented.
What is needed is an ongoing monitoring of the testing enterpriseÐ a
co-ordinated e ort to ensure that tests that are developed are technically
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sound and appropriately used, and that the consequences of this use are
monitored in order to detect and remove any unintended negative consequences. E ective 1 September 1998, such an organization came into
existence. T he National Board on Educational T esting and Public PolicyÐ
a monitoring body based at Boston CollegeÐ was reconstituted to provide a
venue for evaluating testing programmes with an emphasis on formative
evaluation. With initial funding from the Ford Foundation, the Board’ s
overall goal is to encourage test-makers, policy makers, and consumers to
use tests appropriately and responsibly and to improve the balance of
bene® ts to harms associated with testing programmes. Such a monitoring
body is not at odds with the e ciency and costs concerns that have
characterized the testing enterprise for much of this century. Rather, it is
a mechanism that will allow both the producer (i.e. the test publisher ) and
the consumer (i.e. the person who buys, or uses the test) to discover
problems before they become costly mistakes and to implement testing
programmes that have the best chance of being both commercially successful and educationally bene® cial.

Note s
1. Sections of this paper are based on previous work by the National Board on Educational
T esting and Public Policy.
2. Included in this section is a discussion of some developments in test theory which, while
not being strictly technical innovations, either underpin the technical innovation or could
only be implemented because of the advent of a particular technical innovation.
3. For a detailed discussion of testing as a technology, see Madaus (1994 ). For a general
discussion of testing through the ages, see Madaus and O’ Dwyer (1999 ).
4. A survey of 200 school superintendents by Haggerty in 1918 revealed that tests were
being used to bring about six di erent types of change in schooling. T hese were changes
in classi® cation of pupils, school organization, courses of study, time devoted to subject,
methods of instruction, and methods of supervision.
5. Bloom et al.’ s (1956 ) T axonomy contains six categories purported to be hierarchical:
knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. T he T axonomy is currently under revision.
6. With the merger of Harcourt Brace Jovanovich and World Book in 1962 and Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich’ s acquisition of PsychCorp in 1969 , the former World Book tests
became part of PsychCorp’ s line of products.
7. Although the Iowa costs appear much larger, the Iowa booklet bundles the test batteries
for all the grades. T he other two publishers market the booklets separately by grade level.
8. Figure 7 was constructed by measuring the number of column-inches devoted to lines
concerning testing and curriculum in every volume of the Education Index from 1932
through 1998. Over these volumes there were some changes in the index rubrics
concerning testing and curriculum. (See Haney et al. (1993 ) and Madaus and Raczek
(1995 ). )
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